
Edmondsley Primary and Nursery School 

 

Parent Questionnaires  
Thank you to all family members who completed  questionnaires this year.  We had a total of 30 questionnaires 
returned to us.  (Last year we had a total of 32).  A Governor Committee met last week to discuss all results and  
a response from the committee will be made in due course.  

Parent Assemblies—thank you all who were able to attend and gave us some wonderful feedback.  
‘Children were very engaged and knowledgeable. The idea of the ‘stations’ was innovative and I loved it being so 
interactive. Thank you.’ 
‘Really liked the topic chosen ‘inspiration’. Many children may lack inspiration in their lives, and it’s such an im-
portant part of life. Enjoyed it.’ 
‘Fantastic work!’ 
‘Really enjoyable’ 
‘Very inspiring assembly! Well done Deer Class’ 
‘Very inspiring’ 
‘It was fantastic, brilliant topic for the children to discuss and learn. Loved it.’ 
‘Fantastic, great learning for children.’ 
‘Great work!’ 
‘Very good- some powerful and important messages given.’ 
‘Very good an excellent topic for the children to do’ 
‘Very good.’ 
‘Excellent assembly. The children did really well and worked hard.’ 
‘It is obvious that the children benefited from their 2 visits, well reflected in their art work!’ 
‘Wonderful assembly, fantastic artwork.’ 
‘It was really nice to see what the children had been doing especially photos of their trips.’ 
‘Very interesting to see what the children have been doing- great artwork and photographs.’ 
‘Very good. Children were excellent.’ 
‘I think it would have been good if children could use a microphone when speaking as not always easy to hear.’ 
‘The children’s art work is very impressive. They have expressed in art form what they have learnt about mining 
and the artists.’ 
‘Super work from the kids. Thoroughly enjoyed it! Shame the kitchen radio was on which interfered.’ 
‘Turn kitchen music off and other background noise. Can you give children a microphone?’ 
‘Well done! Good work by everyone.’ 
‘All of the children have worked so hard to create such a beautiful exhibition. Well done everyone.’ 
‘Great assembly, well done to you all very interesting.’ 
‘Excellent! I loved looking at the children’s work after. They have all grown in confidence!’ 
‘As always, great! Lots of hard work by children and teacher. Thank you.’ 
‘Brilliant assembly. Well done Mrs Anderson. Lovely to see all the kids so engaged with the topic.’ 
‘Very informative. Class seemed very enthusiastic about what they had done. 
‘Great, nice to view work and be more interactive in sessions. Thank you.’ 
‘Great assembly, all children did very well. Singing was fantastic!’ 
‘Brilliant show!’ 
‘It was great; the microphones were a great addition. A lot of variety with some great singing and speaking.’ 
‘Brilliant performance- great that they used the microphones. Shame the kitchen were making so much noise!’ 
‘Well done everyone. You have all worked so very hard.’ 
‘Brilliant.’ 
‘Fantastic’  
‘Fabulous’ 

Playground Markings 
As a result of a grant successfully achieved by Mr Glenton, playground markings have been updated and children love them! 

 
 



Let’s Celebrate! 
 

Who has kept our School Promise exceptionally well this week? 
 

Polite and Caring, that’s what we are. 
Best Break time Buddy Award was achieved by Fin 

 
Respect and Kindness, takes us far. 

Edmondsley’s Environmentalist Award was achieved by Gregory 
 

Open and Honest, we don’t tell lies 
Playful Pupil Award was achieved by Juliette  

 
Manners are important, everyone tries. 

Etiquette Award was achieved by Annabel and Charlie 
 

I is in united, teamwork’s the prize 
Terrific Teamwork Award was achieved by Finley, Will, Joel and George  

 
Strive to be the best we can be, 

Supreme Citizen Award was achieved by  Dylan  
 

Everyone aims high at EDMONDSLEY 
Life Long Learner Award was achieved by Year 6 

A special ‘Happy Birthday’ to a very special School Cook.  
 
Many happy returns and thank you so much for making 120 meals a day!!! (140 on a Friday—we all 
love Fishy Friday!) 
 
 
                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lovely singing of ‘Happy Birthday everyone! 


